
WOMAN WRITING A LETTER VERMEER DEALER

File:Woman writing a letter, with her maid, by Johannes carriagehouseautoresto.com Vermeer. Description, Dutch
painter and art dealer. Date of birth/death, 31 October 

Contemporary observers linked the vehement cleansing of houses, streets, and ships to the destructive
humidity typical of Dutch climate. Differently, in Holland, cleanliness involved the houses of a people both in
towns and in the countryside. They spoke their mind to their masters and mistress and were pictured as
untrustworthy, the most dangerous women of all. On the plaster wall in the distance is a barely discernible
painting in an ebony frame depicting a still life, which included a foreshortened bass viola. For the painter,
abstraction is a tool which is consciously employed to aid recognition, but also to enhance those aspects of
reality which he deems most important to communicate. Johannes Vermeer's critical attention to detail holds
the attention of viewers for centuries as they are captivated by his brilliant style exploring the Dutch Golden
Age. The vanishing point stands opposite to the viewer. According to an account of an English visitor, "The
beauty and cleanliness of the streets are so extraordinary that Persons of all rank do not scruple, but seem to
take pleasure in walking in them. However, the fact that they are portrayed so many times in family portraits
may indicate that some were successfully integrated into the family, the fundamental unit of Dutch society.
Although he had masterminded many major crimes in Ireland, the Gardai had been unable to pin anything on
him. Category:Lady writing a letter with her maid Vermeer - Wikimedia Commons For example, if a servant
had been hired with solid references from her last employer, the new employer was forbidden to fire her
before the terms of the original hire, usually six months. Cahill was the police's first suspect, but the gangster
was so powerful in the Dublin underworld that fear of retaliation stopped all potential informants. This
accomplishment is never achieved at the cost of subverting naturalism. Michael O'Shea, administrator of the
Beit collection, toured the building's ground floor but found nothing suspicious; he and the police, who had
arrived shortly after, decided it was a false alarm. Most of Vermeer's maids are shown in a relatively neutral
attitude. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam The fact that the Dutch word for clean schoon also means beautiful always
draws a smile from those who are familiar with the cleanliness of Dutch homes. An hour later the thieves
entered the house again, and in just six minutes, took 18 paintings. However, weather conditions were quite
similar in other parts of the North Sea area where no such culture of cleanliness existed. One of the greatest
talents of Vermeer was his uncanny ability to relate painting technique, compositional design and, at times,
even linear perspective to the theme of his work. Vermeer's lady in yellow engages our gaze, seemingly
acknowledging the observer without alarm or surprise, but with a disarming candor, even familiarity. When
the traceable orthogonals of the perspectival system of the present work are extended to locate the vanishing
point, we find that they converge precisely on the right-hand eye of the seated mistress. In , one of the stolen
paintings turned up in the heroin circuit of Istanbul, while two years later, another work was taken from a van
transporting drugs in London. Category:Lady writing a letter with her maid Vermeer - Wikimedia Commons
The mimetic rendering of the present work is so uncomplicated that some critics have asserted it was not
finished when it left the painter's easel. On every weekend morning, the steps of the house had to be cleaned,
on Wednesday the whole house had to be gone over, Tuesday afternoons were devoted to dusting, Thursdays
for scrubbing and scouring and Fridays the cleaning of the cellar and kitchen. The coup made Hill an
overnight starâ€”the world's greatest art detective.


